AFTER   EVEREST
April 22nd.    Trangso-ckumbab to Kyishong.
Five or six miles walking with Mallory, discussing modern
art, and the possibility of getting back to India quickly
after the mountain is finished with. Then five miles of
grassy valley good for riding, past a decayed town with
only a few walls standing, but showing evidence of having
been a large city a thousand—or more—years ago, or when-
ever it flourished.
April 23rd,—To Shekar Dzong, the largest town and
monastery hereabouts, with wonderful buildings, all very
solid, and evidence of a very definite civilization. In the
temple they let us visit the holy of holies, with a colossal
Buddha hewn out of the rock and overlaid with gold. I
was allowed to sketch this, and Noel to photograph it.
The library of the monastery occupies many cubic feet, as
all the books are written on wooden leaves, each a quarter
to half an inch thick. Experts have reported that they all
contain temple orders of service, but no history.
As far as we can make out, Tibet has no history re-
corded, and, just as in India, its absence is not felt, for
the difference between legend and history (or for that
matter, truth and falsehood or fiction) is simply not realized.
I have heard that there is some recorded history of Tibet
about a thousand years ago, but that it stops suddenly,
and the large gap thereafter has to be filled from guess-
work, from buildings, pictures in monasteries, etc.
The lamas were very friendly and let us go without
drinking tea, which was a mercy. We finally passed
through a large hall, very dark like the rest, and smelling
of rancid butter and dirt in general, hung with many
beautiful old banners, and, in places, with cylindrical things
of silk and brocade, a cross between a petticoat and a
lamp-shade, which we were informed were the clothes of
.gods. The gods live inside them when invoked by cere-
monial to do so, and this idea is perhaps the most pic-
turesque and the most spiritual of all the hotch-potch of
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